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For finance leaders at globally expanding companies, scale and efficiency are con-
stantly top of mind. Aside from the many responsibilities they have around growth, 
risk, and cost management, they must keep track of thousands of changing local tax 
laws. Selling across borders, operating a marketplace, or selling digital content and 
services adds more opacity than ever before, but automation platforms can help. 

Today, financial leaders and their teams must build scalable, efficient digital 
businesses without opening up their companies to unnecessary risk.

This includes:

 Staying up-to-date on the minutiae of tax laws across every country, state, and region you sell in
 Knowing the tax status of everyone you sell to and applying the right taxes
 Building or investing in a solution that applies complex tax logic to online transactions as they happen
 Invoicing your customers in a tax compliant manner
 Filing returns to every local government on time, without errors
	 Reporting	data	to	the	right	authorities	to	avoid	audits,	fines,	and	shutdowns

What’s changed about taxes?

In the time before e-commerce, a business selling in one jurisdiction could cope with the tax obligations. 
Nowadays, online businesses sell across hundreds of tax jurisdictions in a matter of minutes. 

Tax laws have quickly evolved as a response to businesses scaling internationally without establishing a 
physical presence. Authorities are continually introducing rules to better tax consumption where it takes 
place, along with establishing new regulatory requirements around reporting, data sharing, and privacy.

Local tax authorities are also investing more resources into making sure they collect the taxes they’re 
owed. It’s a fragmented and complex tax landscape to navigate – and, if mismanaged, could open up your 
company	to	material	financial	risk.
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Why should finance teams care?

For today’s financial leaders, ensuring the eco-
nomic health of the organization goes hand in 
hand with managing the multitude of risk factors 
associated with running a global online business. 
Indirect taxes are no small source of this risk, typ-
ically accounting for one-fifth of a transaction 
amount. Staying on top of VAT, GST, and sales 
tax legislation across every country and region is 
a major challenge that can cut into margins and 
stall operations if not managed efficiently.

Underpayment of VAT/GST can create irrecover-
able	 VAT	 costs	 significant	 enough	 to	 render	 your	
operations	in	a	particular	country	unprofitable.	Un-
derpayment	 can	 also	 create	 significant	 issues	 for	
companies approaching a key event such as a sale, 
merger, or IPO.

For example, underpaid VAT/GST was often un-
dercharged	to	customers	in	the	first	place.		Should	
the tax authority reassess the underpaid tax, the 
chances of recovering this from your customers is 
slim (particularly from non-business customers).  
Tax would be paid by your customer in normal cir-

Underpayment can also create significant issues for companies 
approaching a key event such as a sale, merger, or IPO.

cumstances, but in this case may represent an out 
of pocket cost.  

The risk of non compliance

As VAT/GST becomes an even greater portion of 
overall tax revenue and taxation of non-resident 
companies providers becomes more common, 
statutory auditors are becoming increasingly aware 
of the associated  risks. These risks normally need 
to be provisioned for, which would impact P&L. In 
addition, in the case of a business creating a pres-
ence	 (branch,	 rep	 office,	 etc.)	 in	 a	 country	where	
it formerly did not respect local VAT requirements, 
the tax authorities can go after this new presence 
for past non-compliance.

Finance	heads	need	to	be	confident	that	their	tax	
team has the tools and knowledge to stay compli-
ant. International digital content sales, cross-bor-
der transportation, marketplace sellers and ware-
houses scattered across the globe — these are the 
new business models driving the need for intelli-
gent, comprehensive tax automation.   
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COMMON ISSUE CAUSED BY IMPACT

Tax calculation delay
High latency from 

suboptimal tax engine 
configurations

Loss of sales 
opportunities and 

customer frustration

Undercharged tax

Lack of tax engine or 
reliable information to 
calculate tax correctly 

at the point of sale

Decreased profit 
margins as taxes 

not passed on 
to consumers

Overcharged tax

Lack of tax engine or 
reliable information to 
calculate tax correctly 

at the point of sale

Reduced sales 
due to uncompetitive 

pricing

Non-compliant  
supporting documents 

for sales

Suboptimal tax 
invoicing engine

Increased customer 
support costs as 

complaints increase

Stalled market
expansion or delayed 

product launch

Inability to deploy 
critical tax solutions 

in time with 
business needs

Loss of revenue, 
internal business 

frustrations

With the right technology in place, your 
tax team should be able to do their jobs 
efficiently, stay compliant globally, and 
offer strategic advice based on the latest 
rules, regulations, and customer needs.

Risks & Impact
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STEP 1  
Calculate indirect taxes

Without the 
right tools, 
managing 
compliance 
is like walking 
while
blindfolded.

Calculating	taxes	correctly	 is	the	first	and	crucial	 step	to	
global compliance, because miscalculations can have such 
serious impacts on margins. Correct tax calculation is the 
result of applying the proper logic to the relevant facts.

Facts can include the tax status of your customers (often 
validated through a tax number) and the type of goods or 
services sold. Tax logic essentially refers to the tax rules 
in	your	finance	systems	for	a	given	jurisdiction	at	a	given	
point in time.

As facts change from transaction to transaction and tax 
legislation evolves over time, businesses must be able to 
automatically calculate the correct VAT, GST, and sales tax 
rates, and apply it across thousands of transactions a day 
in real-time.            
     
Two major factors determine your ability to calculate the 
appropriate amount of indirect taxes on any transaction: 

1) Validating the status of your customer, and 

2) Ensuring you have the correct tax logic to automatically 
calculate the right amount.
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Validate your customers
Automatically look up and validate the tax ID number 
of customers before, during, or anytime after a purchase 
to apply the correct tax logic for a transaction.

Whether your business needs to charge VAT/GST to an international cus-
tomer depends largely on whether that customer has a valid tax ID number.  

By validating tax ID numbers automatically, companies ensure they empower 
themselves to charge the correct amount of VAT and GST on cross-border sales 
when the transaction takes place. 

Mistakes	are	often	hard	to	fix—	in	case	of	undercharging,	companies	still	owe	the	
full	amount	to	the	tax	authorities.		It	can	be	very	difficult	to	recoup	this	tax	from	
customers after the transaction has already occurred, making this undercharged 
tax a net cost. In the case of overcharging, correcting it adds to the support tick-
et backlog and frustrates customers. 

Common validation pitfalls:

 You don’t know whether suppliers are properly registered 
 with tax authorities.

 You don’t collect taxes that must be paid to the government later. 
 It’s awkward and often unsuccessful chasing down unpaid VAT tax
 from business customers, and next to impossible to do this 
 with non-business customers.

 When bad actors pose as legitimate business customers, you may  
 end up dealing with the costs by being reassessed the uncharged VAT.

 Even when buyers are properly registered, you won’t be able to 
 calculate the right amount without verifying their tax ID to know 
 which rules apply. 

Read more about Tax Number Validation best practices here.

Is your customer  
who they say they are? 
Validate their tax ID 
to find out.

?
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Apply the proper tax logic
Instantly calculate the correct taxes to charge on each transaction, 
based on the local rules applicable to your business model, services, 
and region of sale.

Businesses operating globally are faced with 
a complex landscape of indirect tax rules that 
are constantly changing. Rates change, cer-
tain sales may be considered exempt but then 
become taxable, and the place of taxation of 
cross-border sales can also shift.  These rules 
often need to be applied in real-time. In prac-
tice, it is not possible to have an indirect tax 
expert intervene every time a customer is in-
terested in making a purchase - automation is 
therefore vital.

Some companies do attempt to automate this 
themselves. However, it’s a full-time job man-
aging the infrastructure and logic needed to 
make sure these calculations come out right 
every time. Changes to a company’s business 
model or global presence – let alone changes 
to	the	tax	law	itself	–	often	require	significant	
modifications	to	any	internal	tax	engine,	as	well.

While businesses may be able to assemble re-
sources	to	create	their	own	system	in	a	defined	
time period, having these resources continu-
ously	on-call	for	maintenance	is	often	difficult.		
Late or missing updates to an internal system 
can easily lead to incorrect tax calculations.

Local tax authorities are changing the rules 
faster than most of us can keep up with. It’s 
hard enough to know when you’re at risk, 
much less work quickly enough to mitigate it.

Automation is the key to 
applying tax logic at scale.

Common tax calculation pitfalls:

 Building a tax engine without 
 pricing in the cost of ownership 
 (monitoring and maintenance). 

 Just as you’re set to enter a new  
 market, compliance can pull the
 plug on the launch date if there’s 
 no way to be tax compliant. 

 If you wrongly charge B2B customers 
 tax, support costs and churn goes up 
 while actual vs. planned revenue drops.

27%

17%

22%

Depending on your business and location, you 
may need to calculate taxes before checkout, 
during it, or sometime afterward. A modern tax 
engine will automate this decision, taking the 
data from the validation stage and applying 
the right rules according to the requirements 
of each local tax authority.
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Walking blindfolded 
can be treacherous. 

Automation can  
help you see clearly.
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STEP 2  
Make documentation compliant

Move from manual, disparate invoicing and reporting to one 
automated system that can handle it all. Governments are going 
digital, laying out new requirements for e-invoicing and real-time 
reporting that tax managers must keep up with.

Ditch the 
manual tasks 
once and for all.
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INVOICE

Issue invoices
Automatically issue locally compliant, on-brand invoices 
on time with configurable, intelligent templates and logic.

As governments incorporate digital technology to tax administration functions and 
taxpayer obligations, requirements are getting more complex and nuanced. To stay 
compliant, companies increasingly have no choice but to automate invoice creation 
based on current local requirements — after tax is calculated during the previous step, 
this data must be used to create invoices instantly in the right language and format.

When	all	this	happens	on	a	single	platform,	it	becomes	much	more	efficient	to	manage	
compliant invoicing. Your business customers get the paperwork they need to reclaim 
indirect taxes, customers can expense their business transactions with ease, and sell-
ers can streamline their accounting and compliance processes.

Common invoicing pitfalls

 Non-compliant invoices could mean business customers cannot deduct 
 the tax paid, essentially increasing their costs of doing business with you.

 One transaction may need multiple tax types and rates applied, a feature
 not all homegrown or point solutions allow. 

	 Errors	increasingly	trigger	audits	and	lead	to	fines	as	local	governments	
 get smarter about tracking invoicing and reporting.

Marketplaces often generate invoices on behalf of sellers to make the process easier 
and keep all parties compliant. This makes sense on two fronts — smaller sellers don’t 
have to spend resources keeping up with global invoicing requirements, and end cus-
tomers get a more cohesive buying experience. 

Many marketplaces use self-billing, another way to streamline the invoicing process. 
When a seller makes sales using a platform-wide discount code, for example, the mar-
ketplace will track how many times it was used, automatically billing itself for those 
purchases with the correct discount data and tax and paying the seller immediately. It’s 
much simpler for the larger entity (the marketplace) to do this work automatically than 
let the burden fall on a small local business.

Automating invoices
streamlines your 
compliance process 
— and saves you time.





$
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Report transactions 
to local governments
Report transaction and tax data accurately, in real-time, 
and per local requirements at any scale.

Digital reporting rules vary greatly across countries, with new privacy laws continu-
ously	upping	the	ante.	Finance	execs	at	the	VP	or	C-level	may	not	be	the	ones	fulfill-
ing technical requirements, but they are the ones dealing with auditors and paying 
fines	for	non-compliance.	

The information reported to tax authorities is not benign — tax authorities are already 
using it to target certain taxpayers for audits. This presents a risk to businesses who 
aren’t fully compliant, as they will be more at risk for tax audits. However, it is a boon 
for companies who take compliance with digital reporting requirements seriously, as 
they are less likely to be caught in the crosshairs of the tax administration.

Some businesses try to build digital reporting tools in-house, which for large busi-
nesses may be doable. However, maintenance of these tools often proves to be a 
much tougher challenge.  

The	digital	reporting	rules	put	into	force	often	differ	significantly	from	the	rules	that	are	
initially announced, requiring last-minute changes to the reporting architecture. Tax 
authorities	also	often	make	significant	adjustments	to	the	digital	reporting	rules,	espe-
cially	in	the	first	few	years.	Even	a	small	modification	can	require	significant	changes	
to a reporting tool, creating a need for internal resources that a business may not have 
planned for.

Even a small modification can require significant changes 
to a reporting tool, creating a need for internal resources 
that a business may not have planned for.
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In practice, this pushes business to explore third-party platforms for digital report-
ing. Many businesses choose a separate platform for each country. However, this 
strategy may prove short-sighted — as more and more countries create digital re-
porting requirements, it will likely prove challenging to manage so many providers.

As such, businesses are increasingly favoring a single digital reporting platform that 
covers their needs in all countries where they must respect these requirements. 

Common tax reporting pitfalls

 Blocking global growth because of lack of e-invoicing and reporting solutions

 Failing to keep up with new reporting laws
 Taking too long to make technical changes to abide by new laws

INVOICE

Use a single solution globally — your engineers 
will thank you later!
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 If you’re not stuck doing 
manual work, you can focus 

on what’s important.
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STEP 3  
File & share

Cross-border business means 
filing	returns	and	sharing	
data in compliance with every 
government you pay taxes to. 
Connect data in one place, 
automatically	file	returns,	and	
securely share data without 
worrying how much errors 
may cost you down the line. 

Automatically 
filing returns 
means you 
don’t have to 
do the heavy 
lifting.

TAX 
RETURN

DATA
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File returns
Automatically prepare, review, and submit error-free 
VAT/GST returns everywhere your business is required to

When you’re selling across multiple jurisdictions, returns can get messy quickly.  
Some companies turn to external providers to manually prepare returns world-
wide. The downside of this approach is that it often still	 requires	 significant	
internal resources, and has a high risk of human error. Not to mention the cost.

Companies are increasingly looking to centralize VAT/GST returns in an automat-
ed platform with built-in logic for completing returns. Data is simply fed to the 
platform	and	the	appropriate	boxes	would	be	filled	in	with	the	relevant	amounts.

For	finance	leaders,	this	helps	eliminate	unwanted	tax	surprises	at	the	end	of	
the year. Assuming tax is already applied correctly and included on compliant 
invoices - which a tax engine and invoicing solution would make possible — 
automated	 returns	should	 reliably	 reflect	transaction	and	tax	data	and	get	
filed	on	time,	every	time.

Common tax reporting pitfalls

 Return data isn’t mapped to forms correctly or completed according 
	 to	local	requirements,	costing	time	and	effort	to	resubmit.
 Returns are worked on in silos, without the ability to collaborate 
 or ensure data is correct across multiple regions.
	 Manual	workflows	slow	operations,	taking	too	much	time	for	review,	
 approval, and submission.

When returns 
are automated, 
your job becomes 
a lot less 
complicated.

TAX 

RETURN
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Businesses with more complex operations 
(or those that must report in countries with 
complex returns) are increasingly using 
platforms with anomaly detection, or the 
ability to alert the right people when some-
thing is out of the ordinary on a return. This 
approach saves hours and ensures that as 
soon as something seems “off”, a tax team 
member is on it.

Managing by exception: 
a faster way to work

When tax returns were simpler, it was often feasible to review 
them manually to check for errors. It may still be feasible 
in	specific	cases	–	for	example,	 if	a	business	has	minimal	
operations in a country with a straightforward return.
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Share data
Share data and maintain reporting infrastructure in compliance 
with local regulations and data transparency laws.

As a business that sells globally, you’re reporting to many jurisdictions. Making mis-
takes here can not only be costly, but can trigger audits and even shutdown orders 
if reporting isn’t compliant. To support this reporting, businesses are increasingly in-
vesting in third-party platforms that meet both technical and process requirements.

Centralizing the data sharing function alongside tax calculation and digital documen-
tation	makes	it	more	affordable	and	more	efficient.	One	platform	automatically	shares	
the required transaction data (and seller data, if you’re a marketplace) in each region, 
including TINs, contact information, and industry details. If an audit is necessary, a full 
reporting history is easy to access.

When	finance	leaders	have	full	control	over	their	data	and	how	it’s	shared,	the	result	is	a	
stronger bottom line with margins unimpeded by surprise operational costs.

Preparing audit-ready 
data for Tax Authorities 
is now a snap.

Tax Authorities

Common tax reporting pitfalls

 Not having the right technology in place for data ingestion, 
 transformation, and management 

 Sharing data that’s incompatible with locally required formats

 Failing to report in real-time when required

	 Triggering	fines	and	audits	in	increasingly	sophisticated	government	systems
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Filing returns and working 
with tax authorities is

effortless with the right tools.

TAX 
RETURN

DATA
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4 must-haves for 
global tax compliance

To	stay	globally	compliant	and	do	business	anywhere	there’s	demand,	finance	professionals	must	invest	
in a tax automation platform. Adopting an end-to-end solution that handles the three major steps we’ve 
discussed leads to:

  Greatly reduced risk of fines, audits, and financial loss 

  Better margins through increased operational efficiency on the tax 
  and data team

  Consolidated, streamlined workflows and logic around VAT, GST, 
  and sales tax for every local jurisdiction

  A future-proof tech stack for a more automated and data-driven landscape
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Fonoa	is	a	tax	automation	and	compliance	platform	that	helps	tax	managers	and	finance	
leadership	realize	these	benefits.	From	tax	ID	validation	to	compliant	data-sharing,	Fonoa	
connects relevant tax logic, transaction data, and reporting requirements in one place.

Learn more about how Fonoa
can get your organization compliant 
and on track for global scale.

Get in touch 
to start a 
free trial.

A lookup function that instantly validates 
tax ID numbers against databases in 95+ 
countries

A global tax engine that maintains 
thousands of nuanced rules for applying 
indirect tax

A digital reporting solution to meet 
evolving e-invoicing laws around the world

A global invoicing engine with locally 
compliant formats, languages, and 
currencies

A built-in tax return preparation, review, 
and	filing	solution

Fonoa’s tools take away the headache of day-to-day tax 
compliance, and allow you to focus on the work that matters

Take advantage of:
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For more information, visit: http://www.fonoa.com

Follow us on LinkedIn!

©2023. Fonoa Technologies Limited

Global tax rules move 
fast, and so do we.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fonoa

